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Abstract—In modern industry, adaptation to market changes, as well as prompt reaction to a variety of predictable and unpredictable events, is a key requirement. Ubiquitous computing, real-time analytics, reconfigurable hardware/software components, often coexist in the complex, internally variegated, and often proprietary systems that are traditionally deployed to meet such requirement. However, such tailor-made systems meet only in part the requirements of openness, security, monitorability, geographical distribution, and most of all, remote extendability and changeability, which are crucial for prompt reaction to unforeseen circumstances. In this work, a containerized service application named Network Factory is presented. It enables the remote construction, configuration and operation of resilient computation systems that meet the above-mentioned requirements, and distinguish for their logical simplicity and for the uniform addressing of elaborations and human-computer interfaces, which are achieved through few reconfigurable components and communication mechanisms that are used from the production line up to the Cloud. Source code, documentation, and step-by-step introductory guides are publicly available in a dedicated GitHub repository, and distributed under the CC-BY-4.0 license.

Index Terms—Resiliency, Reconfigurable manufacturing, Ubiquitous computing, Real-time analytics, Open architecture, Security, Monitorability, Changeable software, Geo-Distributed system, Containerization

I. INTRODUCTION

In a world that is becoming more and more unpredictable, being capable to take immediate action to face the unforeseen, either automatically or semi-automatically, ensures a huge competitive advantage to modern industries. Unexpected orders, service disruptions, cyber attacks, natural events, are becoming more and more frequent, and not being able to face them in due time might put factories, communities, and countries, at high risk. A large and variegated set of requirements must be met to be prepared to tackle such extreme challenges (Fig. 1). Failing to meet just one of them may compromise the promptness, the efficiency, or the effectiveness of the countermeasures.
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remotely monitorable by design, which is why MQTT brokers and event streaming servers are used for data transferring across atomic components deployed in the same device, or across multiple devices. For being resilient to communication technology disruptions, standardized mechanisms for the remote deployment of alternative communication technologies are needed. Soderi and Breslin [3] have demonstrated how Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) servers can be instantiated, configured, and operated from remote. Although highly automated, all production systems have humans in the loop. Then, the capacity to build, configure and publish arbitrary user interfaces from remote makes a big difference. Soderi et al. [4] have presented a demo where customized Big data charts are created and configured from remote. For addressing the most diverse physical devices uniformly, an abstraction layer is required. This is one of the reasons why containerization technologies such as Docker are hugely helpful, and used in our proposal.

B. Related works

Kombaya Touckia et al. [5] have proposed a design for a digital twin framework for reconfigurable manufacturing systems (RMSs) targeted to ensure prompt reactions to unforeseen circumstances. Hajjem et al. [6] have discussed the challenges and requirements of digital twin frameworks for reconfigurable manufacturing systems, and identified the remote installation, configuration and operation of plug and play software as “the path to be followed in order to produce high-quality product and to meet the market requirements”. Kurniadi and Ryu [7] have proposed a conceptual framework for IoT-based RMS, emphasizing the role of human operators. Haddou et al. [8] have proposed a digital twin modular framework for reconfigurable manufacturing systems that includes reusable components that recall those that can be created through our proposed Factory Service. Cannata et al. [9] have proposed SOCRADES, a framework for intelligent manufacturing systems based on Service Oriented Architectures (SOA).

C. Paper structure

In Section I the objectives, requirements, and related works are presented. In Section II, the Network Factory is described, its suitability for the outlined purpose is discussed, and directions to get started with it are briefly provided; full details are available in the GitHub repository1. In Section III, conclusions are drawn.

II. NETWORK FACTORY

The Network Factory is a containerized Node-RED application meant to add extensive remote reconfiguration capabilities to any device on which it runs, so enabling system resilience. At today, it includes 30+ APIs (Fig. 2) for (i) logical organization and isolation of the reconfigurable distributed application, (ii) creation, configuration and control of the atomic software components (nodes), (iii) management of module repositories, and (iv) inspection and update of the security mechanisms.

A. Service

A fence is a possibly empty set of containerized applications that (i) refer to each other by name, (ii) cannot be accessed from outside the fence unless ad-hoc configurations are set, and (iii) have mediated access to system resources. Fences contribute to application and hosting system security, and to software maintainability. At present, user-defined Docker networks are used for implementing fences. The Network Factory exposes APIs for fence creation, inspection, modification, and deletion.

The Network Factory exposes APIs for creating, pausing, resuming, starting, and stopping a variety of reconfigurable containerized applications, also named nodes, such as Service Nodes [10], Crazy Nodes [11], BLE Nodes [3], Transformation Libraries [10], MQTT brokers [10], Artificial Intelligence Server (AIS) Nodes [12], Log Nodes (Apache Flume server instances), and generic nodes. Although different endpoints are exposed for the creation of the different types of nodes, the execution flow is similar for the creation of any of them (Fig. 3).

Applications created through the Network Factory are modular by design. Service and Crazy Nodes expose an API to set the task to be executed, which accesses an external repository (Transformation Library), retrieves the task implementation and copies it into the Service or Crazy node itself for execution. AIS Nodes have internal tasks libraries. The Network Factory exposes APIs for extending or updating Transformation Libraries and AIS Node internal libraries.

In end, the Network Factory exposes APIs for inspecting and updating the security mechanisms that are applied to any request made to the the Network Factory itself.
B. Discussion

Based on requirements, the strengths of this work follow. All source code and documentation materials are open-source and distributed under the CC-BY-4.0 licence. All APIs are exposed over HTTPS, with access control delegated to external APIs. All reconfigurable nodes created through the Network Factory run tasks retrieved from remotely extendable libraries. In the specific case of Crazy Nodes, immediate (semi-)automated response to unforeseen events is possible by operating arbitrary modifications on the task implementation from remote. Applications built through the Network Factory are monitorable by design, as nodes are meant to exchange data by means of MQTT brokers or streaming servers, and integration with Apache Flume is supported. An example of communication as a service is provided, which consists in the creation and configuration of a BLE server from remote. User interfaces can be built and updated from remote [4]. All nodes, and the Network Factory itself, are deployed and run in Docker containers, which ensures portability, and isolation. The main weaknesses are: (i) lightweight security protocols [13], MQTT brokers [14], and other, are not yet supported; (ii) integration with Kubernetes is still lacking; (iii) extensive benchmarking and application in production environments is still lacking.

C. Usage

To get started, the reader is invited to go through a Postman collection of extensively documented API requests made to Docker, to the Network Factory and to the created reconfigurable nodes, which also includes information to produce and use customized artifacts. A simple alerting system is created, using a pre-configured threshold first, and introducing a clustering model later. A user interface is also added. Further details can be found in the GitHub repository.

III. Conclusions

A containerized Node-RED application named Network Factory has been presented. It can be used by human operators (through appropriate interfaces) and automated agents for creating, configuring/linking, and operating a variety of reconfigurable software components from remote and with unprecedented flexibility. It is meant to be used in reconfigurable manufacturing, and any scenario where timely reactions to unforeseen events are required. It is extensively documented, and distributed open-source under CC-BY-4.0 licence.
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